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To Omma: 

 

I was just looking at the picture you sent me that Ye-jin drew, and I am very pleased with the wisdom of 

our growing children. Looking at the picture makes me think of how much they have grown and 

developed. I really want to see them so much. Hyo-jin also looks like he has become quite the little cutie 

now. The image of him looking for me, his Daddy, is clear in my mind. They must have grown a lot. I 

want to come back home quickly and see them. 

 

When I think of our new baby, my heart leaps, and I am counting on my fingers the days until August 7 

when our new baby will be born. You seem to be worried, but just entrust everything to heaven and there 

will be no need to worry. I offered a prayer to Heavenly Father, and my heart is with you even though I 

am not there. Since things are no doubt becoming more difficult, please be cautious. I got a glimpse of 

your worried heart in Ye-jin's letter. You should proceed with the childbirth however you think best. I just 

want you to be able to go through it with a peaceful heart. 

 

Also, this is a time when loyalty is demanded of us. The efforts of headquarters and our mission countries 

are also necessary. It is great to hear that Korea is doing well. I am grateful whenever I read their reports. 

Everything is going well, thanks to heaven's efforts. We must have even greater resolve to accomplish our 

true heavenly mission. Japan reported that they are developing like Korea. America is also developing. I 

was really grateful when I realized that heavenly fortune was working together with me when I visited all 

of these places. 

 

All we need to do is quickly accomplish the establishment of God's Day. We must advance with that goal 

in mind. I want to do everything to help you go over the hill victoriously and obtain the glory of the 

victorious Mother. Let us keep going with hope that a bright light will illuminate our path. Please take 

care of your health. Let us take care of the members and prepare for the future so that we can establish 

blessed families and offer them to heaven. Then, let us hasten the restoration and bring results and success 

to heaven and earth. 

 

You will receive our travel plans from Bo-hi. We will travel according to this itinerary. I want to follow 

the Will knowing that you will pray for the heavenly path that we are about to walk. The American 

members are making a lot of effort both spiritually and physically. Please keep in your mind this image of 

our sincere members following the Will. I met many people during this time. I guess you must be quite 

curious. The members here, including my travel companions, are healthy. As I watch heavenly grace 

cover the entire movement in anticipation of the selection of the remaining holy grounds, I am preparing 

for our departure. 


